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Meet ... Learn ... Grow Serve
TEDx
RidderParkDriveED
x = independently organized TED event
Implementation

1. Application and Naming
2. Rules
3. Logistics
4. Speakers
5. Video selection and performers
6. Audience
Accomplishments

• SCCOE Premier Leader
• Support
• Collaboration
Key Learnings - Professional

1. Servant Leadership
2. Facing Challenges
3. Develop Style
4. Promote Self
Key Learnings - Project

1. Collaboration
2. SCCOE Departments
3. Challenge Self
4. Be a Sponge
• Kathy Sealana, Debbie Boer, the CFL Planning Team and our fellow mentees
• My mentor – Craig Blackburn
• My manager and colleagues - Elizabeth Calhoon-Brumbaugh and Martin Cisneros
• Denise Elliott and those working with us to help make this project a success
See you September 14, 2015
@ TEDxRPD

THANK YOU!